ALUMINUM MODULAR SOLUTIONS
STANDARD OR FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

Our Modular Display System is engineered around a wide variety of extrusions and components. These components interlock to build attractive exhibits, displays, store fixtures, office environments, and anything else your imagination and creativity will allow!

CUSTOM FABRICATION
Laser Cutting
Waterjet Cutting
CNC Roller Bending
CNC Press Brake
CNC Machining
Powder Coating
Welding
Milling | Drilling | Tapping
Double Head Miter Saw
Precision Cutting

• More than 100 extrusion options and 500 accessories
• tool-free NEXUS Panel System
• unlimited design possibilities
FH EXTRUSION SERIES
FOR SEG FABRICS

18 fabric holding extrusions designed and engineered to display SEG fabrics fast and easy.

EXTRUSIONS SHOWN HALF SCALE
STOCK SOLUTIONS
FABRIC FRAMES & LIGHTBOXES

LEGEND
W WALL
F FLOOR
H HANGING
B BACKLIT

STANDARD FINISHES
Custom finishes available upon request

WHITE
CLEAR ANODIZED
SILVER VEIN
SILVER TEX
BLACK

CUSTOM FINISHES
Contact us for custom finishes.

CONTACT US
| CONTACT@AGAM.COM
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

FABRIC FRAMES & LIGHTBOXES

ANGLED LIGHTBOX
FH2001

CURVED DIRECTIONAL
NEXUS

CIRCULAR FABRIC FRAME
FH1001

CORNER FRAME
FH2001

BRANDED LIGHTBOX
FH2001

SWINGING FRAMES

DIRECTIONAL + IPAD STANDS

CONTACT US | CONTACT@AGAM.COM
MICROLUXX
SOFT KNIT
SATIN
PEARL
SAMBA
PHOTO TEX

FEATURES
Wrinkle Resistant
Flame Retardant
No Fraying
Available with Blackout
Pearlescent Finish
Light Diffusing
Air|Water Tight
Crease Resistant
Adhesive Backed
Reusable
Repositionable
Tear|Wrinkle Free

APPLICATIONS
Silicone Edge Graphic
Light Frame Systems
Interior Banners
Display Frame Systems
Pop Up Displays
Tablecloths
Interior Banners
Silicone Edge Graphic
Display Frame Systems
Interiors Banners
Silicone Edge Graphic
Display Frame Systems
Interior Banners
Silicone Edge Graphic
Display Frame Systems
Banners
Tent|Umbrellas
Walls
Elevator Doors
Retail Promotions
Windows
Custom Cutouts

FABRIC OPTIONS
DISPERSE DYE DIRECT & UV DIRECT PRINTING

TABLE OPTIONS

MICROLUXX
- Wrinkle Resistant
- Flame Retardant
- No Fraying

SOFT KNIT
- Wrinkle Resistant
- Flame Retardant
- No Fraying
- Available with Blackout

SATIN
- Luster Finish
- Wrinkle Resistant
- Flame Retardant
- No Fraying

PEARL
- Pearlescent Finish
- Flame Retardant
- Detailed Graphics
- Light Diffusing

SAMBA
- Light Diffusing
- Air|Water Tight
- No Fraying
- Curl Free
- Crease Resistant

PHOTO TEX
- Adhesive Backed
- Reusable
- Repositionable
- Tear|Wrinkle Free

SAMPLES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Vibrant, fabric graphics are a great way to draw attention to your exhibit and can easily be manipulated around curves and corners. From wrinkle resistant fabrics to adhesive-backed, reusable graphics, we offer a wide variety of substrates that are durable and easy to handle.

Choose from hard panels or SEG fabrics.

WE MAKE ORDERING EASY
TEMPLATES
Artwork templates are provided to keep printed panels organized and streamline the ordering process.

ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS
File types, file naming, resolution recommendations, and color settings are all provided for the best printing results.

FILE TRANSFER
Agam's Dropbox is a quick, easy way to transfer files as large as 1 GB.

PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
Choose from a soft fold or rolled core to protect your graphics in shipping. We can ship directly to you or directly to show site.

TEST FITTING
Test fitting is available to ensure proper fit so there are no surprises on the show floor.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Graphic design services are available for an extra fee.

GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES
Vibrant, fabric graphics are a great way to draw attention to your exhibit and can easily be manipulated around curves and corners. From wrinkle resistant fabrics to adhesive-backed, reusable graphics, we offer a wide variety of substrates that are durable and easy to handle.

Choose from hard panels or SEG fabrics.

WE MAKE ORDERING EASY
TEMPLATES
Artwork templates are provided to keep printed panels organized and streamline the ordering process.

ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS
File types, file naming, resolution recommendations, and color settings are all provided for the best printing results.

FILE TRANSFER
Agam's Dropbox is a quick, easy way to transfer files as large as 1 GB.

PACKAGING AND SHIPPING
Choose from a soft fold or rolled core to protect your graphics in shipping. We can ship directly to you or directly to show site.

TEST FITTING
Test fitting is available to ensure proper fit so there are no surprises on the show floor.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Graphic design services are available for an extra fee.

Sample graphics are available upon request.

CONTACT US | CONTACT@AGAM.COM
PLIKÓ
TOOL-FREE, DOUBLE-SIDED SEG BACKLIT

Lightweight, SEG backlit with LEDs already installed and wheeled carrying case included.

GRAPHIC SIZE: 107 13/16” x 91 13/16”
(2738 x 2332 mm)
*Dimensions must be approved by the graphic provider
*SEG to be used only with Agam compatible silicon strip

FRAME SIZE: 108” x 92” x 8”
2743 x 2337 x 203 mm

WEIGHT: Frame - 35lbs (15.9kg)
Frame + Case - 55lbs (35kg)

WARRANTY: Plikó is backed with a limited 1-year warranty that all the hardware will be free from physical defects in materials or workmanship under conditions of ordinary use by the original owner.

SET UP IN 10 MINUTES!

1. Unpack, unfold and connect light strips
2. Install fabric and support pole
3. Rotate feet, raise frame and plug into an outlet
NEXUS
TOOL-FREE PANEL SYSTEM

Our tool-free panel system is easy to use and compatible with over 100 Agam extrusions. With interchangeable frames and accessories, NEXUS allows for full customization of size and shape for any trade show, event or specialty display.

Straight Frames | Curved Frames | Doors | Over 25 Accessories

CONTACT US
CONTACT@AGAM.COM

MULTI CORNER POST

90° CORNER POST

Notched corner available for continuous SEG fabrics.
Headquartered and made in the USA, Agam is the largest wholesale, aluminum-based exhibit manufacturer in the US. With our tool-free panel system and over 100+ extrusions, combined with the best equipped plant in the industry, we can realize practically any design. Modular or custom, our turnaround times are unmatched.